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CHAPTER I 
"l!HE PURPOSE, NEED AND SCOPE OF THE WORKBOOK 
. Purpose of the workbook.-- It is the purpose of this 
'workbook to present a series of special activity guides or 
instruction sheets to be used a.s teaching devices and resource 
material in basic shop mechanics. These activity guides or 
instruction sheets have been devised for the use of pupil and 
teacher in classes for the mentally retarded ( cominonly called 
special classes). 
Scone of the workbook material.-- The activity guides 
herein nresE>nted have been develoued ana. QTe.(led for 14 to 16 
.l. ... '--.-
year old boys to whom the special class is a terminal room. 
The sheets are to be used in the industrial arts program, 
either in the section of the special class room used. for this 
purpose and taught by the special class teacher, or in the 
regular shop classes in unit shops and general industrlal 
arts shops. 
The sheets will provide a definite outline of instruction 
in the areas of general woodworking, metals and home me-
chanics. The material has been chosen to provid.e a general 
background to aid in the a.cquiring of mechanical mani··)ulative 
skill and to assist special class boys in adjusting to 
future vocational needs. 
1 
The material in the instruction sheets, with the 
exception of the technical words, is vll'i tten as far as 
possible on a third to fourth grade vocabulary level, in an 
effort to present as little reading difficulty as possible. 
In addition to the guide sheets, material related to the 
activity is presented to provide a background of oertinent 
information concerning the tools and the concrete materials 
which the student is using. This information is to assist 
pupils, who, as future consumers may be better able to utilize 
such knowledge in the selection, purchasing and evaluating 
of products for home and industrial vocational uses. 
Need and justification.-- Occupational education, be-
sid.es teaching boys and girls about job ouDortuni ties, 
methods of entering occupations and the proper techniques of 
holding a job, must present the practical viev~oint to 
special class puuils. Such education should. includ.e and 
tee.ch be.sic skills of the manipulative type such as e.re 
co~non to the typical low-level occupations where the great 
majority of these boys will eventually find emuloyment. 
While it is true that a le.rge percentage of the school 
day in special classes is spent in craft,1ork, sho1Jwork, or 
manual training, the content of the work carried on is usually 
limited to the field of experience and interest of the indiv-
idual teacher, more than likely in the area of woodworking 
and general arts and crafts work. No real study is usually 
given to match the skills taught to these youngsters with 
the basic needs of these children to utilize these skills in 
later life. 
Woodworking is usually the only area of shopwork carried 
on in most special classes. While woodworking is of great in-
terest to most boys, the skills involved are not of sufficient 
variety to meet the needs of boys who are apt to find jobs in 
many different industries, A good industrial arts program 
should provide try-out exneriences and skills in many different 
occupational field.s. While no attempt is made in school shops 
or industrial arts classes to make the work truly vocational 
in nature, experiences in a variety of occupations serve to 
impress the youngster that in using the tools and processes of 
industry he is gaining an insight into occunations he may 
desire to enter. 
The problem of what to teach special class boys in their 
last two years of formal scho"oling is a critical one. Most 
of these youngsters leave school at the legal age of sixteen, 
to enter available jobs in their communities. No organized 
plan is presented in courses of study of shop work to teach 
basic skills to meet the needs of these youngsters who will 
soon enter the jobs of society. 
11 Concerning this problem Hungerford, et a.l says: 
• •••• Studies, as distinguished from generalizations 
based on a few exceptional cases, repeatedly have 
shown that the retarded do best in unskilled work. 
1/ Richard H. Hungerford, Chiris J. DeProspo, and Louis E. 
Rosenzweig, "The Non-Academic Pupil", Journal of Mental Defi-
ciency, Vol. 53, No.4, (April, 1949), P. 552. 
.... 
.-. 
Even here, however, they l!.re comneting 11i th their 
more capable fellows, as about twenty per cent of 
the nation's work falls s.t this level. 
Low-level jobs are terminal and not interim 
jobs for the mentally deficient; and yet such 
individuals often leave school without the necessary 
intensive preparation for the lowest level jobs. 
By the very nature of mental deficiency, a boy so 
handicapped will not learn the required work casually. 
Thus, when the time of employment comes, the normal 
boy will get the job instead of the boy who is 
mentally deficient, not because the latter is in-
capable of doing the work, but because he has not 
received the extra training that he needs in order to 
have equality of opportunity for employment. 
It can not be pointed out too often that, in 
order to obtain immediate emnloyment and to retain 
it throughout their employable years, the mentally 
deficient must be better fitted for their work, in 
terms of particularized training, than their compet-
itors who have average or better than avere.ge in-
telligence." y 
Kirk and Johnson devote an entire chapter on teaching 
the practical and industrial arts to the mentally retarded. 
Of the industrial arts program they say, in one section: 
" •••• The industrial arts classes should acouaint the 
children with the use of wood, metal, -plastics 
and other materials. The proper use and care of 
tools should be more highly emphasized than in 
the arts and crafts program. The children may 
also be given some instruction in operating sim-
ple machines •••.••••• The industrial arts program 
at the adolescent level is actually an extension 
of thl!_t at intermediate or preadolescent level. 
However, relatively more time is usually devoted 
to it since the children will be leaving school 
to take their places in a community in a year or 
two. Again the program is not one designed to 
teach specific trades but one designed to provide 
1/ Samuel A. Kirk, and Orville G. Johnson, Educating the Re-
tarded Child, Boston, Mass.: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1951, 
PP• 308-309. 
the children with the basic skills for job place-
ment in a number of areas and some skills that 
will aid the mentally handicapped to perform odd 
jobs around the house." 
Many leaders in the field of industrial arts education 
are of the opinion that a series of instruction sheets on 
basic shop mechanics would serve as a useful source book. 
Such a set of guides might well be used as a working outline 
in organizing a practical shop program. 
Most authorities agree that well organized. courses with 
instruction sheets save great amounts of time ,.rhioh can be put 
to more important uses than the time-consuming routine type of 
instruction as is practiced in the school eho:os today.Time, 
both for pupil and teacher, is conserved, since the range of 
chronological agee in a special class is usually "ride. The 
more individualit&d the instruction, the greater the variety 
of activities ~1hioh may be oarriect on in the shoo area. 
Activity sheets should be a pe.rt of the course of study, 
In shop work the course of study is usually built around in-
teresting and useful projects, many of which consist of op-
erations that are repeated from time to time. Referring 
pupils to printed material which covers these basic methods 
is an efficient way of handling an indiviCtualized program. 
The task of outlining the required projects would be tremen-
dous if it were necessary to list every step for the construe~ 
tion of every project. Since the basic operations will be 
similar, or repetitious, many queries from :?U:oils of "What", 
or, "How do I do the next step?" oan be answered by referring 
them to the activity guides which 1-rill cover the basic methods. 
. CHAPTER II 
RELATED READING AND RESEARCH 
The mentally retarded child is one who, because of low 
intelligence, is unable to profit sufficiently from the reg-
ular curriculum of the public school. Used interchangeably 
to loosely designate such children are terms such as "atypical 
child 11 , "mentally deficient 11 , and "mentally handicapped". 
General obJectives of the special class curriculum.-- In-
vestigation and presentation of the literature for this 
paper is limited only to such mentally retarded children as 
are educable, provided that special educational facilities are 
furnished. The basic needs of these children are the same, 
regardless of their school situations~-whether placed in so-
called "special classes", "opportunity classes•, "ungraded 
clasee", or whatever other educational groups may be specially 
designated for such children. The prime need is for curriculum 
adjustment in accordance with their limited mental capacities. 
In any discussion of curriculum adjustment or planning for any 
group it is necessary to determine the objectives and attain-
ments which lle to be achieved. 
Martens indicates that education for the mentally re-
Y Elise H. Martens, Curriculum AdJustments for the Mentally 
Retarded, Bulletin 1950, No. 2, Federal Security Agency, Office 
of Education, U. S. Government Printing Office, '1Tashington D. c. 
'7 
tarded is really not very different in its aim from education 
for any group of children(that is, to teach individuals to 
use all of their capacities, to teach them to become useful 
and contented members of the social group--in short, to teach 
them how to live better). Although this general philosophy 
n 
Cl 
may certainly be applied to all children, the need for educating 
each child according to his capacities must be stressed es-
pecially in dealing with mentally retarded children. With 
these child.ren it is imperative to keep this idea in mind, be-
cause in their case, their limitations are so much greater, 
and their interests much less extensive than those of normal 
children. y 
To further clarify this philosophy, Kirk and Johnson 
hold that: 
" •••• It is necessary that we list the purposes of ed-
ucation of the mentally handicapped in more specific 
terms in order to differentiate them from the suecific 
objectives of children with average intelligence •••••• 
In general, all specialists agree that the more specific 
aims for the mentally handicapped include the follo~Ting: 
1. They should be educated to get along with their fellow 
men. 
2. They should participate in work for the purpose of 
earning their own living; i.e., they should. develop 
occupational competence through efficient vocational 
guidance and training as a part of their school ex-
perience. 
3. They should develop habits of health and sanitation 
through a good program of health education. 
1/ Samuel A. Kirk and G. Orville Johnson, op. cit., pp. 117-118. 
4. They should learn the minimum essentials of the 
tool subjects, even though their academic limits are 
third to fifth grade. 
5. They should learn to become adequate members of a 
family and a home through an educational program that 
emphasizes community participation. 
6. They should learn to become adequate members of a 
community through a school program that emphasizes 
community participation. 
7. They should learn to occupy themselves in wholesome 
leisure-time activities through an educational 
program that teaches them to enjoy recreational .and 
leisure-time activities." 
In further recognition of the 
must be provided so that s~ch aims 
differential training which 
11 
can be realized, Wallin 
advocates that special programs for the mentally retarded must 
develop habits of industry, good craftsmanship and thrift, and 
a desire to be helpful. y 
To summarize his specific elms, Wallin makes the 
following statement: 
0 
•••• The correction of personality defects, the development 
of voluntary controls and inhibitions of anti-social pro-
clivities, the inculcation of ideals, the strengthening 
of the individual's morale, the building of chare.cter, 
the establishment of desirable personal, social, and in-
dustrial habits and attitudes, the development of the 
highest possible degree of vocational efficiency and the 
desire to be of service, are ultimate objectives of all 
special class work." 1l 
Along this same line of thought, Odell observes that 
1/ John E. w. Wallin, The Education of Handicapped Children, 
Boston, Mass., Houghton Mifflin Co., 1924, p. 176. 
y Ibid., P• 177. 
11 Charles w. Odell, Provisions tor Mentally Atypical Children, 
University of Illinois Bulletin, No, 6, Bulletin 59, Urbane, 
Illinois, University of Illinois, 1931. 
the work to be covered includes certain fundamentals in the 
traditional subjects as 1.;ell as habits and attitudes of good 
citizenship, homemaking e.nd self su;)port. 
If the retarded child. is to leave school equipped to 
carry on successfully as far as his ability allow-s, all the y 
foregoing objectives must be kept in mind, Ingram, in 
10 
pointing out the present need.s of the mentally retarded, asserts 
that: 
• •••• These then, are the outstanding objectives to be 
sought for in educating the mentally retarded; mental 
and ;:>hysical health, a practical knowledge of the tool 
subjects, worthy home and community life, favorable use 
of leisure time, and adjustment in industry. 
The group may never attain these goals in their 
entirety, but the school cannot afford to strive for 
less if its tas};: is to be the develoument of the indi-
vidual to the fullest extent of his capacity to enjoy, 
to share in, and to contribute to the '"orthwhile acti-
vities of life." 
The education of mentally retarded child.ren is today 
accepted as being a function of the school. In the past the 
responsibility for teaching retarded children rested with the 
home or an institution. Some type of instruction became nec-
essary when it was recognized that these children could not 
profit sufficiently from instruction in the regular classes. 
Communities have found that it is economically sound to pro-
vide these children with appropriate educatiom•.l facilities 
adapted to their particular capacities and needs. A special 
Y Christine P. Ingram, Education of the Slo~r-Learning Child, 
New York, Yonkers-on-Hudson, World Book Co., 1935, p. 72. 
_educational program that will enable these individuals to 
eventually care for themselves is less costly than to flood 
the relief rolls or to care for them in public institutions. 
'l'he place of industrial arts in the curriculum.-- It is 
generally agreed that handwork, manual training, or the newer 
term "industrial arts" is of the utmost iJTJ1)0rt/imce in any 
progre~ of training for the mentally retarded child. 
Industrial arts is commonly thought of as that area of 
the school curriculum wherein students are able to receive 
manipulative experience with tools and machines of an indus-
trial nature. Synonomously used !?.re terms "manual training", 
"manual arts 11 , "practical arts", "manual education", "hand.-
work" and others. The term "industrial arts" has become 
more iddely used in recent years, for it is felt thE.t this 
area of the curriculum applies to the entire field of indus-
try and industrial life. 
The most recent concept of industrial arts education is 
in the definition by the United States Office of Education, 
committee on Inudstrial Arts: 
y 
"., •• Industrial arts is a phase of general educe.tion 
that concerns itself with the materials, processes, and 
products of manufacture, and. ~ri th the contribution of 
those engaged in industry. The learning comes through 
the pupil's experiences with tools and materials and 
through his study of resultant conditions of life. 
It is a curriculum area rather than a subject or 
Y MEtria M. Proffitt, Industrial Arts: Its Interpretation in 
American Schools, Bulletin No. Jl.j·, u. S. Office of Education, 
193?, p. 1?2. 
., 1 
..IL .• 
• 
course, being comparable in thiR respect to the 
languEtge arts. 
Industrial arts, therefore, has general values that 
apply to all levels, and in a continuous program these 
values are progressively intensive and are cumulative in 
their effect as the pupil advances in maturity." 
The relationship of industrial arts to general education 
is brought out in the statement of guiding principles from 
the Cooperr,tive Study of Secondary Schools in the section de-
voted to industrial arts. This same basic philoso·ohy of in-
dustrial arts in the secondary school may be applied to the 
adolescent group of mentally reta.rded. pupils in the special 
class. The guiding principles according to the authors y 
follow: 
"·.,.The industris.l arts curriculu!n consists of those 
courses, activities, or units of instruction designed 
to meet ouuil needs which are outgrowths of the indus-
trial aspects of American democracy. Emphe.s is is placed 
upon personal and social needs resulting from the use 
of goods and service!'! in the home an<l community. 
Industrial arts activities are, in general, ex-
ploratory in nature and continue to be Auch until indi-
vidual pupils require more specie.lizeCI. training in in-
dustrial vocational education. 1·Jhen satisfactory voca-
tional facilities are not available, the industrial arts 
shop must assume some responsibility for more special-
ized training. 
For all pupils, both boys and girlR, the curriculurn 
offers orientation to an industrial environment, occu-
pational information, opuortuni ty for the c.evelopment of 
consumer knowledges &nd skills, uursuits to meet pa.r-
ticule.rynterest and needs." 
Siepert justifies the inclusion of industrial arts 
in the curriculum in general education for all because it 
1/ Cooperative Study of Secondary-School Standards, 
Evaluative Criteria, 1950 EcUtion, i'Tashington, D. C. 
Y Albert F. Siepert, "A Philosophy 11 , Phi Delta KacYoan, 
\January, 19LfO), pp. 235-238. · 
n 
provides opportunity for personal exDeriences, and learning 
by concrete activities. Writing in the Phi Delta Kappan, he 
says that such experiences were the common heritage of all, 
during pioneer days, but are now denied to all youth except 
those living in rural areas. Whatever else may be added to, 
or subtracted from industrial arts, the manual element of 
handling tools and materials is vital to the subject itself. y 
Proffitt maintains, concerning the broad program of 
industrial education, that: 
" •••• The school today need.s to interpret the ever in-
creasing number of significant changes Which press for 
consideration on every hand. The school shop, for ex-
ample, can no longer justify its program if youngsters 
only make traditional objects out of wood and then take 
them home as they did a generation ago. Functions of 
the modern program require much more significant con-
tribution. Such programs should now provide for: 
1. activities in as many industries as school shops 
and laboratories will permit. 
2. 
3· 
4. 
s. 
6. 
?. 
B. 
use of typical and important industrial tools. 
experience in prod.uction methods. 
experience in handicrafts. 
acquaintance with the organization and operation of 
industrial enterprises. 
study of safe and hygenic ways of doing all types of 
work. 
practice in identifying the more important methods 
employed by industry. 
selection and use of some of the common products of 
industry. 
1/ Maris M. Proffitt op. cit., p. 9. 
13 
9· utilize.tion of salvaged materials or products for 
project work. 
10. interpretation of the sources, principles, and appli-
cations of power; such as steam, water, internal com-
bustion, and electricity. 
11. study of the origins and effects of significant 
inventions. 
12. study of materials from source to complete object. 
13. study of vocational opportunities; living conditions 
renumeration of workers; controversial questions per-
taining to capital, labor, and technology." 
Industrial arts in the special class curriculum.-- It is 
a well-known principle of learning that children learn by 
11 doing 11 • This is especially true when applied to manual and 
occupational experiences. In planning a program for special 
education for mentally retarded children, most authorities 
agree that such a curriculum must guide and aid the child 
tows~d skillful use of hie motor capacities. The fact that 
these children gain enjoyable experiences and satisfaction 
from the Joy of creation by manipulation of concrete materials 
is of great value in their education~! progress. 
The practical values growing out of these experiences 
are the important objectives to be sought. Since the great 
majority of mentally retarded children will, as adults, earn 
their manual living through manual employment, it must be rec-
ognized that any activities that will give these children 
familiarity with a great many different types of materials 
and mechanical equipment are to be desired. 
According to the reports of The White House Conference 
14 
on Child Health and Protection: 
y 
• •••• training, in the sense o~ simple manual and in-
dustrial activities, related to the other types of ed-
ucation provided, is designed primarily to discover the 
handicapped child 1 s chief interests and potentialities." 
To further emphasize the necessity for inclusion of much 
manual activity ?:! in the special class urogram, Winterbourn 
says: 
• •••• The muscular co-ordination and manual dexterity of 
the pupils are commonly poor when they enter the classes, 
and the first function of manual activities is to fami-
liarize them with a variety of materials and e0uipment 
and develop some skill in their use." 
21 Whipple, also stresses the practical values of manual 
and industrial arts in the curriculum. She believes that the 
older groupe should have their activities centered on practical 
projects, and that work in the shops should be directly related 
to activities which are necessary to their lives as part of 
the working community, Since these children, upon leaving 
school will, in most cases be faced with the necessity of 
finding employment, it is suggested that their manual acti-
vities in school should be based upon their employment needs. 
!il 
In agreement, Wallin points out that: 
if White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 
Committee on Physically and Mentally Handicapped Children, 
New York, The Century Co., p. 416. 
2/ Ralph Winterbourn, Educating Backward Children in New 
Zealand, Oxford University Press, London, 194li, p. 215. 
21 Helen Davie Whipple, Making Citizens of the Mentally 
Retarded, Bloomington, Ill., Public School Pub. Co., 1927, p. 231. 
!i/ Wallin, op. cit., p. 168. 
" •••• The special class must aim so to train the pupils 
that they will become maximally self-supporting, or as 
slight a burden to society as possible. Therefore, the 
controlling principle in the organization of the program· 
must be the practical utility of the subject matter 
taught. The dominant emphasis must be placed on the prac-
tical, utilitarian, or vocational, rather than on the 
cultural or academic objectives." 
11 
McKeon, in her follow up study on several hundred special-
class boys, found that the largest prooortion of these boys 
held jobs of a manual type, doing manipulative work of the 
"elemental" type. She reports in her conclusions that: 
" •••• Shop work classes for boys should be organized on 
a more functional basis and should provide for practical 
work such as: instruction in auto-driving, cleaning and 
repairing cars, mending their own clothes; as well as 
constructions that are of value in the daily lives of 
these boys. n • y 
Clifford reported that the large majority of special-
class children can be trained to work successfully in the un-
skilled areas of work. 
" •••• It is the function of the suecial class to help 
each child to realize the full extent of his limited 
capacity to learn, and to assist him in locating an 
appropriate vocation through giving information, training 
in basiS/skills, and guidance." 
Stacey, in his follmv up study conducted in 1951 found 
1/ Rebecca M. McKeon, A Comparative Follow Up Study of MentallY 
Handicapped Youth Who Have Attended Special Classes in Six 
Large Industrial Areas, Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, 
B. U. School of Education, 1948, p. 191. 
3/ Mary F. Clifford, A Follow Up Study of a Group of MentallY 
Retarded Children Who Left the Special Classes in a Large 
Industrial City During the Years 1941-1948, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, B. U. School of Education, 1950 p. 50. 
1/ Paul F. Stacey, A-Follow Up Study of One Hundred and Four 
Special-Class Boys Who Attended the Center School at Salem in 
Massachusetts from September, 1936, to June, 1946, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 1951. 
that 75 boys held 285 occupations. Concerning these occupa-
tiona, he says: • 
1 ,.., 4 
" .••• in the descending order, according to numbers, the 
principal ones were--laborers, helpers, leather ;.rork, 
restaurant work, odd jobs, clerical, and shoe shop work • 
.••••••• The majority of the boys seem to become well ad-
justed in time. Their adjustment was gained through 
experience. The principal thing recalled by the majority 
in their association with the school vras in shop1·10rk. 11 
Values of shop training exPeriences.-- In the industrial 
or manual arts program, values other tha.n those resulting 
from specific vocational training are included. Additional 
and most important outcomes of such a urogram are the estab-
lishing of good working habits, skills, and atti tuo.es which 
are so necessary to many of the unskilled and semi-skilled 
jobs which will be held in later life by the mentally retarded 
child. y 
Ingram, for example, makes the following remarks to 
illustrate this viewpoint: 
11 
•••• The child should be directed in the develo,)ment of 
habits, skills, and attitudes that will heln him in so 
far as possible to adjust himself to a job he is capable 
of filling. Habits of workine: neatly ano. honestly, of 
caring for tools and materials economically, and of 
being punctual, cheerful, and stea.d.y must be all de-
veloped. The child should learn to use tools and 
materials skillfully and independently •••• H~ should 
also be given some understandinp: of ho•·r men is conste.ntly 
improving his uses of raw materials and his v•v.ys of 
doing things; ano. some idea of the changes that have 
come abDut in industry and living as a result of these 
improvements •••• If the right kind of habits, skills, 
and attitudes ere acquired, the individual 1-rill be pre-
pared to make adjustments to different kinds of jobs, 
although he may have specific nevr processes to learn 
l/ Christine P. Ingram, ou. cit., p. 71. 
in each case. If he has good, steady habits, uses his 
hands skillfully, and knows something about machines, 
the boy may in a short time learn the manipulations and 
make the necessary adjustments in finding many jobs in 
industry. 11 
Any consideration of additional aims must go beyond those 
specific objectives attained in the vocational, exploratory 
vocational, and creative phases. 
The industrial arts program is rich in values that can 
carry out realistically the general purposes of special class 
training. Activities and projects of the home-mechanic 
nature relate to promotion and develo-oment of gooct home citi--
zenry. The· leisure-time aim of education is apparent in mak-
ing of projects for recreation. By constantly dealing in 
concrete materials, forming and_ shaping them into something 
of use, the idea of the dignity of labor is inculcated. 
Kirk 
In the outlining such values and in sugr,esting others, 
ll 
and Johnson observe that: 
11 
•••• Every citizen needs to understand and become 
familiar with the basic industrial and home craft 
skills. Whether or not a person is actively engaged 
in industry, he is continually coming in contact 
with an increasingly industrial society. This does 
not mean that every child should_ be taught a specific 
skill or trade. For the mentally handice.SJped, the 
emphasis should be placed on a pre-vocational-
industrial type of industrial arts and home economics 
program. This will help him to: 
1. further develop the habits, attitudes and 
kno•rledges that will be useful to him in 
his economic and vocational adjustment. 
l/ Kirk and Johnson, on. cit., pp. 307-308. 
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4. learn to adjust to the ino.ustrial phases of 
modern society, and, 
J. aid him in becoming a better home member. 
Further stressing the need of including arts ano. crafts 
as a good beginning for the industrial arts program the y 
authors say: 
11 
•••• 'rhe objectives of the arts and crafts program at the 
primary and intermediate levels lie in the areas '"hich 
act as a foundation for industrial arts and home economics 
skills. Like the arts and crafts program, the ·oractical 
arts are not taught with the thought of making the child 
proficient at any one of them. They too are taught as 
an introduction to the various areas ano. skills needed 
in the children's everyday living. Any or all of the 
industrial arts and home economics experiences may be 
provided to both boys and girls in the class." y 
Newkirk and Johnson, in their most recent book on the 
industrial arts program indicate that the problem of teaching 
handicappea children is important in industrial arts teaching. 
However, they say, "industrial arts instruction is for all 
boys and girls, with this exception--that-those who have 
special physical or menta~ handicaps will need more individual 
attention." 
In further recognition of this problem, Newkirk and 
;V 
Johnson point out that: 
" ••.• The use of tools and materials, which is a fun-
damental part of industrial ar.ts instruction, add in-
1J Ibid, P• 308. 
Y. Newkirk, Louie v., and William H. Johnson, The Industrial 
.tU·•s Program, New York, the Macmillan Co. , 1948, p. vi. 
;V Loc. cit., p. vi. 
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terest and motivates learning in a basic psychological 
way for all children and frequently becomes indispense.ble 
for children who are not verbal-minded." 
1J In Friese's viewpoint, the social implications of the 
modern industrial arts program is apparent for all children, 
he says: 
''· ••• Industrial arts is a great social leveler. Here 
boys of both sides of ~ track meet in interesting and. 
instructive environment. They must give and take and 
work cooperatively at times. All members get some in-
sight into how more than one-half of Amertcan ~<age­
ea.rners work •••..••.• Sometimes it (industrial e.rts) 
helps him to find a particular trade or industry in 
which his capacities, aptitudes, e.nd. ·)ossible c.bilities 
lie. Its educational guidance value has been demon-
strated where exploration has been stressed." 
Concerning 
industrial arts 
home membership and consumer values y 
program, Friese remarks that: 
of the 
" •••• Industrial arts add to the delights of home, 
ge.rden, mechanical devices, ana. civic improvements 
when consumer's values are stressed •••••••• we must 
all select and consume the products of industry though 
we are not all producers in industry. Such consumer 
emphasis has a very logical place in industrial arts • 
• • • • • • • Consumer e.ppreciation of industrial things 
can be taught to many in industrial arts, '"hereas the 
number to whom actual skill in design and manual execu-
tion can be taught is more limited." 
J/ Wilber makes an interesting observation concerning 
problem-solving values of indust~ial arts. This observation 
has direct implications for the special class situation. 
He says:· 
" •••• Directly related to planning and problem solving 
1/ John C, Friese, Course Making in Industrial Education, 
Peoria, Illinois, The Manual Arts Press, 1948, pp. 58-59· 
~John C. Friese, op. cit., p. 59. 
Jl Gordon o. Wilber, Industrial Arts in General Education, 
Scranton, Penn., International Textbook Co., 1948 pp. JS-39· 
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a~e the opportunities presented by industrial arts for 
thinking in terms of concrete materials. Many pupils 
who find the greatest difficUlty in developing abstract 
ideas are able to solve problems readily in terms of ob-
jective materials. For example, many who have been un-
able to master fractions, as presented in the academic 
classroom, find little difficulty in measuring accurately 
the stock for making an industrial arts project." y 
I'Tilber makes another point in the value of shop 
training experiences that have direct bearing on the frus-
tration factor of sub-normal boys. He observes that: 
" •• · •• If reference is not had to the problem of meeting 
the needs of the individual, it is evident that indus-
trial arts can make substantial contributions. Psycho-
logically, it is important that each pupil develop a 
feeling of self-assurance, and that he experiences at 
least a measure of success. An industrial arts program 
provides for development in these areas, since many 
pupils who are unable to meet even minimum standards 
in academic studies produce commendable projects in the 
shop. The fact that results are tangible and can be 
readily observed also tends to foster a feeling of real 
achievement. Many cases l:>_ave been noted. where substan-
tial improvement in all school subjects has resulted 
from initial success attained in industrial arts courses." y 
Ingram calls attention also to the emuhasis given to 
the social and psychological values attached to the industrial 
arts program. In essence, she says: 
11 
•••• In the past much of the handwork in the schools 
was planned simply as training to develop motor ability, 
to give satisfaction in aocom·olishment, and to produce 
skills and habits for industry and practical life. 
Today, industrial arts serves also as a means of ex-
pression--of interpreting and giving form to idea; of 
solving problems; of vitalizing and motivating interest 
in other content subjects; and of understanding the 
changes made by man in raw materials to facilitate their 
use; and of the interdependence and cooJeration of 
workers." 
1/ Gordon o. Wilber, op. cit., p. 4o. 
Y Christine P. Ingram, op. cit., p. 209. 
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Shainman gives emphasis to the the~apeutic, avoca-
tional, and pre-vocational values of industrial arts train-
ing in the education of the mentally reatarded. ~Tri ting of 
his own progress, he says in part: 
n •••• In New York City the aims and goals of all handwork 
are: 
1. therapeutic or muscle training. 
2. avocational. 
3· pre-vocational or vocational. 
In the special classes for young children we aim at 
the development of generalized hand skills, improvement 
of muscular co-orcl.ination and· manual d.exteri ty, and 
opportunities for self-expression through concrete media. 
For these young people the therapeutic and avocational 
· emphasis ranks high. This handwork is therapeutic in the 
sense that through manipulative expression the child can 
let off some "steam", and thus release inhibitions or 
subconscious emotional conflicts. It becomes avocational 
when the aim is the development of.leisure time activities. 
When adolescence is reached, the core or unit of 
interest is the Study of Job Areas. From this point on, 
although there is still a place for therapeutic and 
avocational handwork, the emphasis is on the pre-vo-
cational and vocational skills in those job areas in 
which eventual job placement and_ success are possible. 11 y 
Martens also stresses the mental health values in 
manual and occupational experiences. She remarks that many 
retarded children find relief from emotional conflicts by 
means of manipulative therapy and manual expression. 
" •••• we often find release from mental tension through 
digging in the garden or sawing wood. or •rorking at the 
• 
Y Leo Shainman, "Vocational Training for the Menta.lly Retarded" 
American Journal of Mental Deficiency, Vol. 56 No 1 July, 1951, 
P• llJ. 
Y Elise H. Martens, op. cit., pp. 66-6?. 
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carpenter 1 s bench. While not always put first in the 
scale of values, such therapeutic effects of manual 
activities rank high with mentally retarded children. 11 y 
In further recognition of this problem Duncan ob-
serves that the primary consideration for including forms 
of manual activity for the mentally retarded is educational 
based on the emotional and intellectual basis of learning. 
Duncan goes on' to say that: 
" •••• The poor verbal abilities of dull children are 
clearly evident. Attempts to educate them with an approach 
through the medium of word.s meet 1..ri th little success. 
We have seen, however, that in their ability to deal 
with relationships in concrete situationA many, even 
the dullest children are at the same levels as children 
of middle ability, and that in this respect some are 
even above the line of middle ability. The obvious 
approach is by presenting them with concrete or visual 
situations in which they will have to think. Various 
forms of hand~ork and crafts and physical activities 
afford opportunities for this ••.•••• It will be under-
stood that the educational value includes also emotional 
and aesthetic values." 
The ability of nearly all Americans to hand.le tools ef-
ficiently has been one of the secrets of this nation 1 s suc-
cessful production record • 
..1/ . 
Michael Pupin whose inventions made modern long dis-
tance telephone systems and the elimination of st8tic inter-
ference in radio possible, noted this shortly after coming to 
America as a boy.• In his autobiography he wrote: 
" •••• American adaptability which I observed on every 
1/ John Duncan, The Education of the Ordinary Child New York, 
The Ronald Press Co., 1943, p. 66. 
Y Michael Pupin, From Immigrant to Inventor, Ne~r York, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1923. 
occasion was in a great measure due to manual training 
which young people used to get here. Lack of early 
manual.training was a handicap which I felt on every 
step during my early progrets in America. 
Manual training of youth gives them a discipline 
which school books alone can never give. I discovered 
later that three of the greatest characters in Amerioan 
history; Franklin, Jefferson and Lincoln, excelled in 
practical arts requiring dexterity, and that the con-
struction genius of the American nation can, in part, 
be traced to the discipline which one gets from early 
manual training," 
SummarY-- Industrial arts for the mentally retarded.--
In the main, most educators agree that all retarded children, 
who are physically able, should be afforded the opportunity 
to learn through manual activity. The retarded child learns 
little from dealing in abstract academic problems. He achieves 
much better understandings when he is working on concrete 
situations or projects. The mentally retarded child usually 
attains a greater measure of success in handwork than in the 
academic work which is carried on in the conventional ~ray. 
This satisfaction gained through success gives him some degree 
of confidence in his ability to succeed in future occupation-
al pursuits. He learns in school, with the tools of industry, 
that he can accomplish with his own hands something commend-
able, and that he can produce something useful to society. 
Research studies bear out that the retarded child learns 
best by the manual and the visual approe.ch--the manipulation 
and exploration method is his way of learning. In industrial 
arts this method. is most aoplicable. Here are real situations 
that may be 0 seen• and manipulated by the child, 
With careful planning, industrial arts can be readily 
integrated with the entire academic pro{;I'am. Arithmetic can 
be made practical; science and the social studies can be 
greatly enhanced, Even oral expression and reading can be-
come highly motivated and enriched by skillful correlation. 
Other studies show that a high percentage of these 
children will earn their living through the use of their 
hands. Manipulatory experiences with a variety of tools_ and 
materials are invaluable in getting them ready for life 1 s 
work. A few, with additional training, may become skilled or 
semi-skilled workers, but it should be kept in mind that the 
higher types of manual employment demand a greater degree of 
native intelligence that that possessed by the average special 
class pupil. 
A definite, well-defined program cannot be lai<l_ out for 
these children as a group, but rather an individualized pro-
gram should be constructed. This :Program shoul<l_ be w-ell-
planned, aiming toward growth. In addition, these chil<l_ren 
should be held to standards that will vary according to their 
individual abilities. 
A carefully-planned program in industrial arts 1-rould in-
clude first, a. survey of the working opuortunities in the 
local community for children of this type. On the basis of 
cush a survey, a course of study in manual and industrial arts, 
a kind of pre-vocational training, could be formulated. 
Such a program ~orill have practical value in hel1)ing ol<l.er boys 
and girls prepare themselves for future employment. 
This suggested program does not mean specific trade 
training, as such. It means, that from an analysis of the 
jobs open to pupilaof this type, common kinds of attitudes, 
skills, habits, and facts·can be incorporated into the course 
of study, In the past, much aimless, repetitive handwork such 
as weaving and basketry has been given to classes of the men-· 
tally retarded. Pupil efforts, especially for the older 
groups should be bent toward develoning some practical, profit-
able field of endeavor which will function in the economical, 
tO 
civS\, and home membership <)haaea of' their lives. 
Democratic education in ita broadest sense, attempts to 
impart the heritages the.t have accrued throughout the ages, 
and also to prepare youth for purposeful, active, contribu-
ting membership in the social order. Industrial arts educa-
tion has important contributions to make toward reaching both 
of these goals. It provides an outlet for the creative in-
stinct which has characterized man's development and advance-
ment; it is the natural medium whereby the handicrafts might 
be passed along much as they were handed down from father to son 
in previous generations, People are now living in an age that 
has surrounded itself with mechanical devices which must be 
understood as '\'Tell as used. The centralization of industry 
has removed the opportunity for the ordinary individual to 
understand the complexity of the products, processes, and 
occupations in our vast society. 
It is the function of the school to impart and interpret 
the essential characteristics of our present civilization, 
which is fundamentally industrial. 
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QHAPTER III 
P~OCEDURES IN SETTING UP WORKBOOK 
Form and content of the workbook.-- This workbook has 
bEten prepared for use in the tes.chlng of industrial arts to 
mentally retarded boys of the upper chronological age group 
(14 to 16 years), It has been designed so that its use is 
not restricted to departmentalized shop classes alone, but 
that it may be of some value to the teacher with no special-
ized meohanlce.l training, but who must teach. shop1vork in the 
special class room. 
The workbook contains a series of instruction sheets or 
activity ~~ides in a variety of shop areas. To carry out 
further the alms of industrial arts training, other related 
material and consumer information has been includea.. In 
addition specifically woro.ed directions for performing basic 
operations, suggested projects and problems utilizing these 
manipule.tive skills are listed. / 
In order to further clarify and oefine the meaning and 
general use of existing instructional material, it is neces-
sary to present some pertinent background information on the 
subject. 
Description of types of written instructional materials.--
The term "instruction sheets" is a general all-inclusive 
classification of teaching aids which may be typewritten, 
memeographed, or printed. Such instructional material may 
take the more specific forms of job sheets, process or opera-
tion sheets, information sheets, and assignment sheets. 
Usually each of these is designed for a specific purpose, The 
job sheet may contain instructions for doing all the opera-
tions necessary to comolete a trade job. The operation sheet 
is concerned with how to do a single operation, or manipu-
lative "step 11 in a job. The information sheet is intended to 
give pertinent information about the materials and tools used 
on the job, The assignment sheet is a set of written instruc-
tions designed primarily to direct the reading, study or 
experimentation of e. student. 
Value of written instructional inaterial in the indus-
trial arts program.-- The use of prepared instructional ma-
terial for shopwork had its inception with the introduction 
of the general shop idea of industrial arts education. In a 
general shop, a variety of shop activities are carried on at 
the same time in one room and are usually taught by one 
instructor. Although there are a great number of good shop 
text books in the field of industrial arts, the book method 
of teaching is less practices here than in most other subjects. 
Single sheets of instructions and information seem to be of 
more value for shop teaching purposes. 
It is generally agreed that carefully prepared and 
properly used instruction sheets offer a number of advantages. 
Selvidge, and 
tion of these 
outstanding authority y 
aids says: 
on the use and prepara-
" •••• The instruction sheet represents very cs.refully 
prepared instruction based upon a definite teaching 
plan. If well written it is better organized and more 
nearly completed than any ors.l instruction could be. 
·Any instruction that may be given orally, may be 
written in a language just as simple and just as 
easily understood as the spoken language, e.ncL it will 
have the advantage of being brisker, more accurate, 
and in a permanent form. If the student fails to 
understand the inst~ctions at the first reading 
he may read the instructions again, while he must 
remember oral instructions from a single statement. 
Further, it places on· the stua.ent the· responsibility 
for 'getting' the instructions. It changes the sit-
uation from one where the student is passive, or 
receptive, and takes what is given to him, to one 
where the necessary instructions are )laced before 
him and it is his responsibility to master them." y 
Wilber further points out that instruction sheets are 
of value in providing for individual instruction, to help 
in demonstration recall, and to provide supplementary 
information. 
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Ericson observes that properly written instruction 
sheets, when properly used offer many advantages as. a method 
of instruction. Among the most important advantages are 
the following: 
"1. Instruction sheets are a mes.ns for offering a 
greater variety of work in the shop. Such variety 
could not be covered by individual, personal 
instruction. 
1/ R. w. Selvidge, Individual Instruction Sheets, Peoria, 
Ill.; The Manual Arts Press, 1934, p. 6. 
Y G. 0. Wilber, op. cit., p. 159· 
:2/ E. E. Ericson, op. cit., pp. 59-60. 
• 
" 
2. They save the time of the teacher. The time so . 
saved can be used effectively in perfecting 
organization, and in other phases of the work. 
J. They save time of student that would otherwise 
be used in waiting for attention of the instructor. 
4. Interest of students is maintained_, because they 
can proceed with the ~rork without waiting for 
demonstrations and personal instructions. 
5· They furnish printed directions to be followed. 
Success in a great number of occupations depends 
upon ability to understand and follow directions 
set forth in this way; consequently, the practice 
is of high importance. 
6. Students are left on their own resources in carry-
ing out the work. The habit of 'leaning on the 
teacher' at all times does not produce an adequate 
sense of independence. Our schools have been 
criticized by industry for failing to emphasize 
initiative and self-reliance. 
7. Instruction sheets s.re of great value as an aid to 
and follow-up of the demonstration. They eliminate 
t_he need for copying directions, and thus enable 
students to concentrate upon the processes demon-
strated. They also serve to establish uniform 
checking levels in the progre>ss of the 1·rork. 
8. If standard instruction sheets are used, it is 
likely that they are better organized with ref-
erence to procedure and. other rna teriel than would 
be the oral instructions of the teacher. 
9· They assist the teacher who might not be expert 
mechanically with reference to all phases of the 
work. Such shortcomings on the part of the 
teacher are unavoidable where a great variety of 
operations is covered." 
AdJusting written material for the mentally retarded.--
It should be kept in mind that instruction sheets such as 
are often used with the normal child are of little value 
for the mentally retarded. The material or information 
to be covered must be re-written in simule language and 
amply illustrated. y 
Coltharp mentions the use of wTitten instructional 
material with mentally deficient children. He says: 
" •••• Job sheets as used in regular shops are not of 
very great value in the shops for the mentally re-
tarded. However, the teacher in these cle.sses may 
use very simplified sheets; in fact he should en-
courage the pupils to try to figure out something 
simple. Such sheets must be brief; must never contain 
more than three or four dimensions." y 
Friese points out that while a lesson plan is written 
for the guidance of the teacher, a good instruction sheet 
is for the learner's use. "It is a completely prepared 
written and pictorial lesson of some kind in its entirety ••• 
•••• It must be prepared in language keyed to the language 
level of the learners." 
Preparation and selection of material for the workbook.--
The assignments presented in the 1;orkbook e.re mainly ac-
tivity guides and may be combinations of job, operation 
and information sheets. In preparing materials for men-
tally retarded boys, it is often advisable to combine many 
of the features found in the variocts specific types of 
instruction sheets that are d.escribed in the foregoing 
pages. In adjusting the material which is included, the 
YR. J. Coltharp, "Individual Instruction Sheets", 
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education, (February, 1942), 
31:44-48. 
Y John F. Friese, Course Making in Industrial Education, 
Peoria, Illinois: The Manual Arts Press, 1946, p. 181. 
basic skills and operations "t-rhich are part of the ind_us-
trial arts program for boys of normal intelligence, have 
been retained. The a.ims and objectives of good trade 
practice are upheld, although the language and terminology 
have been simplified to meet the reading needs of mentally 
retarded boys. The activities and_ projects are considered 
to be of sufficient interest to appeal to the higher age 
groups for which they are intended. 
After careful consideration and examination of follow·-
up studies, and from discussions in various groups, certain 
activities were selected. It is felt that these projects 
and operations, 'lorhile not all-inclusive, are basic to 
many of the manipulative needs of mentally retarded boys. 
CHAPTER IV 
WORKBOOK MATERIAL 
Descriotion of workbook material.-- This study in 
workbook form has been developed for the use of mentally 
retarded boys in the 14 to 16 year age group, for whom the 
special class is a terminal room. 
The material as presented in this workbook is in the 
form of activity guides combining features to be found in 
job, operation and information sheets. This instructional 
material has been divided into two main sections. The first 
consists of information about basic shop tools. The second 
and more extensive division comprises basic job and operation 
guides which are found in the areas of woodworking, metal 
'tTOrking and home maintenance and repair. 
Arrangement of the activity guides.-- In presenting 
the material, no attempt has been made to adhere to any 
standard or set form for all the activity guic.es. The aim 
has been rather to attract and interest the boy for 'trhom 
• this workbook was intended. It was felt that variety in 
form, title and presentation were to be desired. Moreover, 
since the projects and activities in themselves are so 
varied, they often lend themselves to different treatment. 
Use of illustrative material.-- Photographs have been 
used wherever possible, to clarify and simplify "steps" in 
mechanical operations and to aid in description of tools 
and materials. This "eye-appeal" has been found to be most 
effective in presenting technical information to retarded 
children who have low-level reading abilities. In some 
cases the effective placing of pictures has me.de it necess_ary 
to vary format. 
The writer is indebted to Mr. Herman A. Pohlman, Su-
pervisor of Industrial Arts in Newton, Massachusetts, for 
his cooperation in allowing his shop facilities to be 
photographed, 
Summary statement.-- This study and series of instruc-
tional aids have been devised to provide a workbook in basic 
mechanics to meet the needs of the older group of mentally 
retarded boys. The workbook material is intended to serve 
as ~ guide and source book for the pupil, and a teaching 
aid for the instructor. It is considerecL that the material 
included is basic to the occupational needs of these boys 
in mechanical information, home maintenance, and consumer 
knowledge. For the purpose of this study it was necessary 
to limit the number of units in each area. Hm·;ever, it 
has been attempted to include the most important and most 
basic operations and "jobs" in each of the several areas. 
After more extensive try-out and revision, a much more 
complete coverage in all industrial arts areas is intended. 
KNOW YOUR TOOLS 
(INFORMATION SHEETS ON BASIC TOOLS) 
KNOW YOUR TOOLS! 
Tools are very important to us today. We use tools to make things. 
We use tools to fix things. Your mother uses tools to keep the house 
clean and to cook your food. With tools you can take a rough piece 
of wood or metal and make something useful. 
On the next few pages you will find many pictures of hand tools. 
Some of these tools are used in working with wood. Some of them are 
used in working with metal. Some are used in electricity and plumbing. 
You will use these tools often. You will use them around the house and 
in school. You will use them in your work. 
It is important to use the right tool for the job you are doing. 
When you use the right tool you can do the job better. Many times you 
can do the work faster. 
The tools that you use have been placed together in families. 
Some of the pictures of these tool "families" are: 
l. Cutting tools 
2. Measuring tools 
3. Pounding tools 
4. Drilling and boring tools 
5. Holding tools 
6. Screw driving tools 
7. Smoothing tools 
8. Wrenches 
Look back at the pictures when you are working on a job in the shop 
or at home. Ask yourself: 
l. Do I know when to use this tool? 
2. Do I know how to use this tool? 
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Fig. 1. MEASURING and MARKING TOOLS 
You are ready to start your work. Your project may be made of 
.wood, metal or other material. Your first step will be to mark and 
measure. On these marks you will make lines. These lines will tell 
you where to cut, saw, or plane. Many tools are used by the workman 
to measure and mark out his job. Some of the tools you will use are 
in the picture on top of this page. 
Rules, squares, knives, gauges and awls are some of the measur-
ing and marking tools you will find in the shop. Some of these tools 
you will have at home. 
MEASURING and MARKING TOOLS 
~ 
In the picture you will find these marking and measuring tools: 
A. 12 inch framing square 
B. Combination square 
C. 6 inch try square 
D. Sliding T bevel 
E. 18 inch metal rule 
F. 12 inch wooden rule 
G. 12 i~ch folding rule 
H. 6 inch steel rule 
I. Scratch awl 
J. Scoring knife 
K. Metal marking gauge, 2 beam 
L. Marking gauge for wood 
A few things to remember when marking and measuring stock! Take 
plenty of time when you mark out your work. Be very careful to 
measure exactly right each time. Hold the rule on its edge when you 
measure. A knife or a scratch awl is better than a pencil for 
marking lines. The knife will make a very thin line on a piece of wood. 
Be sure to hold the head of the square and the marking gauge 
against a square edge before marking. 
Keep your marking and measuring tools clean. You will be able to 
see the lines easier. You will do better work. 
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Fig. 2 HOLDING TOOLS 
This picture shows some of the tools that will help you hold your 
pieces of wood or metal. You will be able to do a better job when you 
have the right tool to help you. 
The woodworking vise is not in the picture. You know what it looks 
like. It is built into your bench. A drill press vise, (B) will hold 
metal and wood while you work on the drill press. 
Pliers are very handy for cutting and twisting wire. You will use 
pliers to hold sheet metal while soldering. Hand screws and bar clamps 
are used to hold wood when gluing. The metal "C" clamps are used to 
hold wood and metal parts together while riveting and soldering. Can 
you think of any other uses for these tools? 
H9 
HOLDING TOOLS 
The holding tools that you will use most often are: 
A. Hand-screw clamp; for wood 
B. Drill press vise 
C. "C" clamps 
D. Side cutting pliers 
E. "Slip-joint" pliers 
F. Round-nose pliers 
A few things to remember! Keep your holding tools clean. Old, 
dried glue left on clamps and vise jaws will make marks on your work. 
Pliers should be kept clean. Put a few drops of oil on the joint 
pin. Always use wrenches on nuts--not pliers. The sharp teeth on 
the pliers will spoil the nut. Oil the screw of the wood and metal 
vise. It will work much better. 
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Fig. ~ CUTTING TOOLS 
Did you measure and mark out your stock carefully? You are now 
ready to cut your wood or metal to size. You will choose a tool from 
the cutting "family" of tools to do this work. Cutting tools are made 
to cut wood, metal, leather and plastics. In this family of tools you 
will find saws, chisels, files, gouges and knives. We can also add 
metal tin snips and bolt cutters in this group of tools. 
In the picture on the top of this page you will find some of 
these cutting tools. Can you name some others? 
A. Hand saw 
B. Back saw 
C. Coping or "jig" saw 
l 
CUTTING TOOLS 
D. Fret saw; for art metal work 
E. Woodworking gouge 
F. Wood chisel 
G. Cold chisel; for cutting metal 
H. Knife 
I. Hacksaw 
J. Keyhole saw 
K. Flat file; for metal 
L. 3 corner file 
Many of these cutting tools are found in factories. For fast work 
these tools run by machines. There are power hacksaws, circular saws, 
and band saws. The band saw can cut curves. What saw would you use to 
cut curves by hand? 
There are many kinds of hand saws. In the shop and at home you 
will use a crosscut and a rip hand saw. Can you tell the difference? 
The backsaw has a heavy steel back. This saw will not bend. It is 
used for careful work in wood. The hacksaw will cut iron and steel. 
The fret saw has a very small but hard blade. It is used to cut curves 
in art metals. These metals are brass, copper, and pewter. Art metals 
are softer than iron and steel. 
When using cutting tools, BE CAREFUL! Keep your fingers away from 
the sharp cutting edges. Keep your tools clean and sharp. A dull cut-
ting tool is more apt to hurt you than a sharp clean tool. 
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Fig. 1· . SHAPING and SMOOTHING TOOLS--WOOD 
Wood is smoothed and planed to size with the tools in the picture 
above. There are three planes that you will use in woodworking shop. 
Do you know the names of these planes? Do you know when and why to 
use them? 
A good rule to remember about planes! Use the longest plane in 
the shop to smooth and square up long pieces of wood. If you plan to 
buy only one plane, the jack plan@ (B) is the best all-around plane 
for most work. 
These tools will be of help to you in shaping and smoothing wood 
for your projects: 
A. Jointer plane; 18 to 24 inches long 
SHAPING and SMOOTHING TOOLS 
B. Jack plane; 11~ to 15 inches long 
C. Block plane; 6 inches long 
D. Spoke shave; for smoothing curves 
E. Handscraper; to smooth tool marks, and dress 
knotty and curly grain 
F. Half-round cabinet file; to smooth curves 
Your planes will do good work for you if you take good care of 
them. Always turn the plane on its side when you are not using it. 
Do not let the sharp blade touch or scrape metal objects. Keep the 
plane iron or blade sharp. Learn to take apart and put together the 
parts of the planes. Remember! The plane is the most important tool 
for working with wood. Treat it well! 
Fig. S. BORING and DRILLING TOOLS 
Boring and drilling tools are used to make holes in wood and metal. 
Auger bits are used to bore holes in wood. Drill bits can be used to 
make holes in both wood and metal. Auger bits and drill bits fit into 
the bit brace. Twist drills are used to drill holes in metal. 
Twist drills fit into the chuck of a hand drill. You will use the 
hand drill and twist .drills to drill small holes in wood. 
Bits and drills are made in many sizes. The size of an auger bit 
is stamped on the end of the bit. The end of a bit is called the tang. 
The size of a twist drill is also stamped on the side near the end. 
The picture shows some of the boring and drilling tools you will 
find in the shop. Do you know of any other kinds of drills and bits? 
BORING and DRILLING TOOLS 
You should know these tools: 
A. Countersink bit; for flat-head screw holes 
B. Drill bit 
c. Dowel auger bits 
D. Auger bits 
E. Ratchet bit brace 
F. Hand drill 
G. Twist drills 
Your shop may have other boring and drilling tools. An "expansion" 
bit can be used to bore many different sizes of holes in wood. A 
foerstner (forst'ner) bit is used to bore part way into thin pieces of 
wood. A push drill will drill small holes in wood. The push drill is 
held in one hand. To drill a hole with the push drill, push the handle 
down. 
Take good care of drills and bits. Do not place them in a box 
with other tools, The cutting edges will be nicked. Make a wooden 
holder to fit the different sizes of drills and bits. The bits will be 
kept sharp and clean. 
c. 
F.ig. 6. DRIVING and POUNDING TOOLS 
Hammers and mallets make up the "family" of pounding and driving 
tools. There are many kinds of hammers not shown in the picture. 
Every trade has its own special kind of hammer. You will use the ham-
mers and mallets shown here in working with wood and metals. 
Can you think of a project where you might use each of these 
driving tools? 
A. Small sledge hammer 
B. Ball peen or riveting hammer 
C. Metal setting hammer 
D. Wooden mallet 
E. Rubber mallet 
F. Nail or claw hammers 
Hold the hammer or mallet near the end of the handle to strike the 
strongest blow. TAKE CARE!--Be sure the handle is tight in the head of 
the hammer. 
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Fig. 7. SCREWDRIVERS 
Screwdrivers are used to tighten and loosen wood and machine screws. 
The tip of the screwdriver blade fits the slot on the head of the screw. 
Screwdrivers are made in different sizes. Choose the right size 
of screwdriver to just fit the slot on the screw. 
Some screwdrivers have handles made of wood. Other screwdrivers 
have plastic handles. 
There are special kinds of screwdrivers, such as: 
A. Ratchet screwdriver 
B. Phillips screwdriver to fit a special slot 
C. Scr·ewdri ver bits (to fit a bit brace) 
Screwdrivers are made to be used only on screws. 
NEVER: Hammer on the end of the screwdriver. 
NEVER: Use pliers on a screwdriver. 
NEVER: Use the screwdriver for a pry bar or cold chisel. 
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Fig. B. WRENCHES 
Wrenches are tools used to tighten and loosen nuts and bolts. A 
special kind of wrench is used to grip pipe in order to screw fittings 
together. Wrenches are made of hard steel. They are made in different 
sizes and shapes to fit the work to be done. 
Many of the wrenches that you will use around the house and on a 
job are in the picture. Do you know the names of these wrenches? Do 
you know how to use these wrenches? 
In the picture on top of the page are these wrenches: 
A. Pipe or Stillson wrench 
B. Monkey wrench 
C. Self-adjusting pipe wrench 
D. Adjustable wrench 
E. Box wrench 
F. Socket wrenches and ratchet handle 
G. Open end wrenches 
WRENCEES 
Qne important thing to remember) Use pipe wrenches only on pipes 
or to hold round metal rods. The teeth of the Stillson pipe wrench 
will cut and spoil the corners of nuts. Use a monkey wrench or open 
end wrench to loosen and tighten faucets and nuts and bolts. 
The socket wrench is useful for automobile repair. The open end 
and adjustable wrenches are very handy when working on bicycles, and 
doing many other jobs on machines in the shop and around the home. 
INSTRUCTION AND JOB ACTIVITY GUIDES 
SQUARING A PIECE OF WOOD TO SIZE 
Fig. 9. Sawing with cross-
cut saw 
How to do it. 
l. Cut the wood you need 
from a board. Measure 
about an inch longer 
than you need. Cut 
this length off with a 
crosscut hand saw. 
Fig. If. Planing an edge 
3. Choose the best edge 
of the wood. Plane 
this edge smooth, 
straight, and square. 
Fig. 1o. Sawing with 
Rip saw 
2. With the rip saw 
cut out the piece 
of wood. Cut li 
inches wider than 
you need. 
Fig. 12.. Testing with the try-
square 
4. Hold the wood toward a 
window. Test for square-
ness. Hold the handle of 
the try-square on side of 
the wood. Can you see 
any light under the blade? 
SQUARING A PIECE OF WOOD TO SIZE 
Fig. /3. Setting the 
marking gauge 
for the width 
of the wood 
Fig. 1'1. Scoring a line 
with the marking 
gauge 
5. Set the marking gauge. 
Measure with a rule the 
width of the piece of 
wood you need. Measure 
from the head of the 
gauge to the point. The 
point of the gauge will 
make the line. 
Be sure to tighten the 
thumb-screw on the gauge 
after you have set it. 
6. Hold the head of the gauge 
tight against the squared 
edge of the wood. Have the 
point touch the wood. Push 
the gauge along the edge. 
The point will make a fine 
line along the length of 
the wood. 
DO NOT PLANE DOWN TO THIS 
LINE NOW! 
e) I) 
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SQUARING A PIECE OF WOOD TO SIZE 
Fig. 1~ Planing an end with 
the block plane 
8. Test with the try-square. 
Hold the handle of the 
square against the squared 
edge. Can you see any 
light under the blade? 
Hold the handle against the 
side of the wood. The blade 
of the square across the end. 
Hold towards the light ......•. 
7. Choose the best end. 
Plane with the block 
plane. BE CAREFUL! 
The wood will chip if 
you plane all the way 
across. Plane half 
way only, and then go 
the other way. If you 
would like to plane all 
the way across, cut the 
corner off the waste 
outside the gauge line. 
NOW you can plane 
toward the gauge line. 
Fig. 16 . Testing end with the 
try-square from the 
squared edge. Ends 
must also be square 
from the side. 
SQUARING A PIECE OF WOOD TO SIZE 
9. Measure the length of the 
wood. Measure from the end 
that has been squared .•..•...•.. 
10. Draw a pencil or knife line 
all around the piece of wood. 
This line will tell you where 
to saw. Hold the wood in a 
vise dr your bench hook. Saw 
with the backzaw. Test this 
end with try-square •............ 
11. Now plane the rough edge 
down to the gauge line. 
This line marks the width 
of the wood. Plane slowly 
as you get close to the line. 
Test this edge with the try-
square . ........................ . 
Fig. 11. Measuring length 
from squared end 
Fig. 18. Sawing an end with 
the backsaw 
Fig. 1~. Planing rough edge 
to gauge line 
BORING HOLES IN WOOD 
Auger, gimlet and drill bits 
are used to bore holes in wood. 
Auger bits are made in sets. 
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A set of auger bits will bore 
holes from 3/16" to 1" in diameter. 
"Fig. 20. Boring a hole with an auger bit 
and bit brace 
The auger bit is held in a 
bit braceo The chuck of the bit 
brace grips the end or "tang" of 
the bit. 
To bore a hole in wood: 
1. Mark the center of ~he 
hole with two crossed 
lines 
2. Hold the wood in a vise 
or clamp to the bench. 
3. Place the point of the 
bit where the two lines 
cross. 
4. Press down and turn the 
handle of the brace to 
the right. 
5. Keep the bit square with 
the wood. A try square 
will help. Check from 
both sides to bore square. 
6. When the point shows 
through, STOP~ Take the 
bit out. Finish the hole 
from the other side. 
·Fig. 2.1. (A) Auger bit going all the way 
through a piece of wood. {B) 
Point of bit just coming through (A) 
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NAIL Pr TOGETHER! 
NAIT.ING WOOD 
· Putting two or more pieces of wood 
together is called assembling. 
You will need: 
a claw hammer 
a nail set 
Here is how to do it. 
1. Mark on the wood the places for 
the nails. Be carefulJ Don't 
put the nails too close to the 
ends or edges. Don't put nails 
too close together or in a 
straight line. 
2. Choose the right size of nail 
for the job. Use a thin brad for 
thin stock. Use a thicker nail 
for thick stock. 
3. To start the nailo Hold the nail 
or brad between your thumb and 
Fig. 2. 2. . Starting the nail 
forefinger. Tap lightly with the r-------.....-
claw hammer. 
4. Take your fingers away from the 
nail. Keep eyes on the head of 
the nail. Hold the hammer close 
to the end of the handle. Drive 
the nail down. STOP just before 
the hammer touches the woodo 
5. To set the nailo Hold the nail 
set in your left hand. Keep 
middle finger against the side 
of the nail and on the wood. Tap 
the nail set with the hammer. 
The head of the nail should go a 
little below the wood. 
Fig. 2. 3. Setting the nail 
MORE ABOUT NAILING 
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Figo 24. Chart showing common nails, finishing nails, casing 
nails, and brads 
This chart show& some of the kinds of nails that are used. The 
common nail has a large flat head. The common nail is used for rough 
work. Finishing and casing nails have small heads. The head of a 
finishing nail is set below the surface of the wood. Brads are very 
small finishing nails. 
Nails are bought by the pound. The length of common and finish-
ing nails is said to be the "penny" or (d). There are many reasons 
why the length of a nail is called the penny. No two people will 
agree what penny means when talking about nailso The chart shows how 
long in inches the different penny (d) lengths of nails. 
Brad~ are bought by the pound. Brads are measured in inches. 
A l inch, a 3/4 inch and so forth. Brads the same length are made 
thick or thin. This is called the "gauge" number of the brad. For 
example; you can buy a l inch number 16 brad, or a l inch number 18 
brad~ The higher the gauge number the thinner the brad. 
PUT IT TOGETHER WITH SCREWS! 
HOW TO PLACE SCREWS IN WOOD 
You will need: 
a hand drill, drills, 
a countersink, brace, 
an awl, a screwdriver 
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Fig. 2S: Kinds of screws 
A. flat head 
B. round head 
C. oval head 
Fig. 27 Countersinking for 
head of flat head screw 
Fig. 26. Drilling for body of 
screw 
How to get the wood ready for screws 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Mark the place for screws. 
Drill a hole through the first 
piece of wood for the body of 
the screw. The screw should 
go through this hole easy. 
For flat head screws, put a 
countersink in a bit brace. 
Countersink the top of the 
hole. Put a screw in the hole. 
See if the head of the screw is 
even with the wood. 
Fig. 28. A countersink 
~ 
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HOW TO PLACE SCREWS IN WOOD 
Fig.z~. Marking with an awl 
for point of screw 
Fig. 31 Driving the screw 
with a screwdriver 
Fig. 3 o. Drilling "pilot" hole 
for screw. This small 
hole is drilled in the 
second piece of wood. 
HGw to finish the job. 
1. Place the two pieces of wood together. 
2. Push the point of an awl through the 
hole of the first piece of wood. This 
will make a mark on the second piece 
of wood. 
3. Drill a small "pilot" hole in the 
second piece of wood. Use awl on 
soft wood. 
4. Rub soap on the screw if the wood is 
hard. Choose a screwdriver to fit 
slot of screw. Drive screw down 
tight. 
SANDPAPERING WOOD 
Fig • .3l. Sandpapering a flat surface 
Sandpaper is used on wood after all the tool work has been finished. 
Sandpaper is used to smooth out tool marks, sharp edges, and corners on 
the wood. Sandpaper is not a tool. It will not do the work of sharp 
tools. 
Sandpaper is really not made of sand. Sand is too soft, and has no 
sharp edges. The grains on a piece of sandpaper are made of crushed 
quartz or flint rocks$ These grains are sprinkled on a piece of strong 
paper. Glue is first put on the paper. 
To use sandpaper on flat surfaces, put a piece of sandpaper around 
a block. Keep the block flat. Rub back and forth very hard. Brush off 
the dust when finished. 
On the back of a piece of sandpaper will be found a number. This 
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SANDPAPERING WOOD 
tells if the sandpaper is fine, very fine, coarse or very coarse. Fine 
sandpaper will be numbered 000, 00, and 0. A little coarser sandpaper 
will have the number !, 1 , and 1!. Coarse sandpaper will cut fast, but 
will leave some scratches on the wood. Fine sandpaper will take away 
these scratches. For most work number ! sandpaper is used first. Then 
use a piece of number 0 sandpaper. 
Look at this picture. It shows how to sand many parts of a piece 
of wood. You can easily make the different blocks to hold the sand-
paper. You can even use a round pencil or piece of dowel to s.and in-
side holes. For sanding flat edges and ends, a square block about 
2 inches by 3! inches is a good size. 
Fig. 33. Using sandpaper 
around blocks to 
smooth parts of 
a piece of 
wood .....••...... 
PAINTING WOOD 
Fig. 3i Using a paint brush to enamel furniture 
Be sure to stir the paint in the can before starting to paint. 
Use a thin flat piece of wood to stir the paint. If the paint is too 
thick, add a little turpentine. 
When painting new work, shellac the wood first. Let the shellac 
dry. Rub the shellac "down" with a piece of steel wool. Use enamel 
for indoor furniture and porch chairs. Be sure to use outside paint 
for work that will be out in the weather. 
When painting outside work, be sure to shellac the knots on the 
wood before painting. Outside work is given a first coat of "priming" 
paint. Allow this first coat to dry a week before putting on the 
second and third coats of paint. 
Dip the brush in the paint about a third the length of the ~ris­
tles. Press the brush against the inside edge of the paint can to get 
extra paint off the bristles. Start to paint a few inches from the 
end of the work. Hold the brush like a pencil. Brush in the direction 
of the grain of the wood. Work toward the ends and then back the other 
way. Brush the paint out smooth. 
Clean paint brushes with turpentine or kerosene. Wash out well 
with soap and water. Squeeze bristles out smooth and allow the brush 
to dry. 
CUTTING SHEET METAL WITH "SNIPS" 
Fig. 3~ Using straight snips to cut sheet metal 
Sheet metal is cut by hand with snips. The blades of tinner's 
snips are made in a few different shapes. Most of the time you will 
use the straight snips. Straight snips are used to cut straight lines 
in sheet metal. Curved snips are used to cut curved lines. Hawksbill 
snips have long, thin curved blades. It is easy to cut inside curves 
with these snips. 
The boy in the picture is cutting a straight line with a pair of 
straight snips. To cut metal with snips, it is better to rest both 
the metal and the bottom blade of the snips on the bench. 
CUTI'ING METAL WITH "SNIPS II 
For a long cut on a piece of metal, open the blades of the snips 
wide. Make long straight cuts. For short cuts in corners or in cut-
ting notches, open the blades very little. Cut these small cuts with 
one stroke. 
This picture shows a boy getting ready to cut an inside curve 
with a pair of hawksbill snips. To cut an inside curve, first punch 
a hole inside the curve. Then, put the thin blades of the hawksbill 
snips through the hole. Cut on the curved line with as long strokes 
as you can. 
Take good care of metal cutting snips. Snips are made to cut 
sheet metal only. Do not use them to cut heavy wire or nails. You 
, will spoil the blades. Put a drop of oil under the nut and bolt that 
holds the two blades together. Hang snips up on a tool board when the 
job is finished. 
Fig.36. Getting ready 
to cut an inside 
curve with hawksbill 
sn1 p s .................. . 
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BENDING SHEET METAL 
In some shops machines are used to bend sheet metal. These ma-
chines are called the cornice brake, and the bar folder. 
If there are no bending machines in the shop, the metal can be 
bent by hand. 
Here are two easy ways to do it. 
Fig. 37. Bending metal over the edge 
of a bench 
To fold a small hem: 
l. Mark the place where you want 
to fold the hem. 
2. Clamp the hem line between two 
pieces of wood. Clamp tightly 
in a vise. 
3. Tap metal over with a rawhide 
or rubber mallet. 
4. Take metal out of vise. Place 
on bench. Finish hem with 
To make a wide bend: 
l. Mark the place where you 
want to bend the metal. 
2. Place the metal over a 
sharp corner of the bench. 
Clamp a piece of hard wood 
over the bending line. 
3. Bend metal down with your 
hand. Use rubber mallet 
to finish bend. 
mallet ..•.•..•.•••...•.•...•••.. 
Fig.3~ ~ending or folding metal 
clamped between two pieces 
of wood. 
GETTING READY TO SOLDER 
To do a real good job of soldering, the soldering iron must be 
clean and the tip must be coated with solder. The job of coating the 
tip of the iron with solder is called "tinning". 
The tool that we call a soldering iron is really made of copper. 
Many people call it a soldering copper. 
Here is an easy way to tin a soldering iron. 
l. Put the iron in the flame 
of the gas turnace. Heat 
the iron until the flame 
is green in color ..•••.... 
Fig. 40. Filing the iron clean 
3. Heat the iron again. Heat 
until the iron is a light 
brown color. Rub the iron 
on a block of sal-ammoniac 
and some melted solder ..•..••.•• 
Fig. 3~. Heating the iron 
2. Place the iron in a vise. 
File the flat sides clean. 
File toward the point. 
.... Fig. 4!:11. Rubbing iron on sal-
ammoniac block and 
melted solder 
I 
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SOLDERING METAL 
Sheet metal can be joined together with solder. Solder will stick 
to metal only if the metal is clean. Even the air must not be allowed 
to get at the metal after it is clean. A flux is used to keep the air 
from getting at the metal. 
You will need these materials: 
How to do it. 
Fig. 4~. 
1. Clean the metal with steel 
wool or emery cloth. Hold 
the work with pliers or on 
the bench. Brush acid or 
paste flux on the seams. 
Fig. 44 
3. Heat the metal. Hold the 
iron on the seams. 
a soldering iron 
acid or paste flux 
bar or wire solder 
gas furnace or blow torch 
Fig. q3 
2. Heat the soldering iron 
in the furnace until 
the flame is green. 
4. Touch the solder to the tip 
of the iron. Move the iron 
along the seam. The solder 
should flow along the seam. 
Reheat the iron if the 
solder does not flow. 
DRILLING HOLES IN METAL 
Fig. 46. Drilling a hole in metal with a twist drill 
Holes in metal are drilled with twist drills. The twist drill is 
held in a hand drill. Some people call the hand drill an "egg beater" 
drill. 
In some shops holes are drilled by machine. This machine is 
called a drill press. Another machine drill is the electric drill. 
The electric drill can be carried to the job. These machine drills 
both use twist drills to make the holes. 
Twist drills are made in many sizes. The smallest size is as tiny 
as a needle. Drills should be kept in a holder made for them. An easy 
holder to make is a block of wood with holes to fit each drill. 
The pictures on the next page will show you how to drill holes in 
metal. 
( . ) 
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DRTI..LING HOLES IN METAL 
Figo 47. Center punching 
To drill a hole in metal. 
1. Mark the center of the hole 
with crossed lines.---t---
2. Place the point of center-
punch on where the two 
lines cross. 
Fig. ~a. Placing drill in chuck 
of hand drill 
Hit top of center punch with 
a hammer. 
3. Choose the right size twist 
drill. Place the drill in 
the chuck of the hand drill. 
Tighten the chuck. 
Figo ""'· Drilling on center 
punch mark 
4. Clamp the metal in a vise, or on 
the bench. 
5. Place the point of the drill on 
the center punch mark. 
6. Hold the hand drill square with 
the top of the metal. 
7. Turn the crank of the hand drill 
quite fast. Drill very slowly as 
the point comes through. 
8. Keep turning the crank to the right 
as you lift hand drill out. 
SAWING METAL WITH THE HACKSAW 
Fig. $(). Using the hacksaw 
To saw metal by hand use the hacksaw. There are two parts to the 
hacksaw--the blade and the frame. The blade of the hacksaw is made of 
thin metal. This metal is very hard. It is also brittle. It will 
break easily if it is twisted too much. When the teeth of the hacksaw 
become dull, the blade must be changed. When you put in a new blade 
be sure that the teeth point away from the handle. 
Sawing with the hacksaw: 
1. Mark a line on the metal with chalk or scratch awl. 
2. Clamp the metal in a vise. 
3. Place one hand on the end of the frame. The other hand 
is on the handle. 
4. Push the saw forward. Press down so that the blade cuts 
at every stroke. Make long strokes. 
5. The blade cuts on the forward stroke only. Do not pre~s 
down on the metal when pulling the saw back. 
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RIVETING METAL 
Sheet metal and band iron are sometimes put together with rivets. 
Rivets are made of soft iron, aluminum, or copper. Rivets are made in 
many sizes. There are many different kinds of rivet heads. In the 
shop and at home, the flat and round head rivet is used most often. 
To rivet metal you will need: 
a ball peen hammer 
a rivet set 
a metal punch 
a hand drill and drills 
How to do it. 
1. Punch or drill holes in both pieces 
of metal. The holes should be large 
enough to let the rivet go in easily. 
2. Put rivet through both pieces of 
metal. Put hole of rivet set over 
the rivet. Work on the anvil of the 
vise or on a 'block of metal. Strike 
with hammer to bring pieces of metal 
together. 
3. Round over the rivet with the ball 
end of the ball peen hammer. This 
is called peening over ..••..••....•. 
Rivet Heads 
Flat head Round head 
Fig. 5"1. Peening or 
shaping rivet 
with ball peen 
hammer 
4. Place cup of rivet set over the peened 
rivet head. 
Fig. sz Cup of rivet set 
shaping head 
5. Strike a few hard hammer blows on top 
of the rivet set. Use the flat face 
of the hammer. This will shape the 
head of the rivet. 
Note: When round head rivets are used, 
the head must be placed in a cup-
shaped "dolly". This will keep 
the round shape of the rivet. 
1 
. 
CUTTING METAL WITH A COLD CHISEL 
Cold chisels are made from tool steel. The cutting edge of a 
cold chisel is very hard. The upper part of the cold chisel is not 
as hard as the cutting edge. 
Cold chisels are u~ed to make rough cuts in metal. Rivets and 
the heads of bolts can be cut off with a cold chiselo 
The edges of cold chisels are made in different shapes. The 
flat cold chisel is the one most used. The flat cold chisel is made 
in many sizes. The size of the chisel is the width of the cutting 
edge. 
Using the cold chisel. 
1. Wear a pair of goggles when chipping metal. 
2. Be sure that the edge of the chisel is sharp. 
3. Clamp the work in a vise or on top of the bench. 
4. Hold the chisel in your hand with a steady but 
loose grip. 
5. Strike the top of the chisel squarely with the face 
of the hammer. Do not try to take too deep a cut 
at one time. Keep your eyes on the cutting edge 
of the chisel. 
6. Be careful~ Always cut away from your own body. 
Don't use a chisel with a top that is turned over 
in a "mushroom" shape .. 
Fig. 53. Cutting flat iron with 
the cold chisel 
~ig.s~. Cutting a rivet head 
with the cold chisel 
2 
v-i"IRE BROKEN? - LET 'S FIX THAT LAMP CORD! 
SPLICING AN ELECTRIC CORD 
You will need: A knife or side cutting pliers , soldering iron and 
s lder, r~bber tape, fri ction tape. 
~. Cut the wire cord apart 
where it is broken. You 
can use a knife or side 
............ cutting pliers. 
2 Cut away the cotton and 
rubber insulation. Leave 
abo ~t one lnch of bare 
wire. Scrape the wire 
clean with a knife. 
3-
4. 
5. 
Twlst the bare wires to-
ether. Solder the twisted 
wires. This is now 
called a splice. 
Wrap each splice with 
rubber tape. 
Wrap each splice with 
cotton "friction " tape 
Tape both splices together 
with "friction" tape. 
Test the cord. 
Does the lamp light? 
' 4 
MORE CORD TROUBLE? LET'S FIX THAT PLUG! 
PUTTING A PLUG ON AN ELECTRIC CORD 
You will need these tools: 
A knife, a screwdriver, and side cutting pliers. 
How to do it. 
1. Cut off old wi're and plug with 
side cutting pliers. 
2. Separate the two wires that make 
up the cord. Use knife. Have 
the two wires 3 inches long. 
3. Put wires through plug. 
4. Make the special knot shown in the 
picture. You may have to practice 
a few times. This knot .is called 
the Underwriter's knot ............. . 
5. Take off about ! inch of the cotton 
and rubber insulation from the end 
of each wire. 
6. Pull the cord into the plug. The 
knot will not let it pull through 
the hole. 
Fig.S7. Finishing the knot 
Fig. S6. Tying the underwriter 's 
special knot 
Fig. ss. Using a knife to take 
off insulation 
Finishing the job. 
PUTTING A PLUG ON AN ELECTRIC CORD 
7 Loosen the screws in the plug 
with a screwdriver 
8. Bring one wire around the post 
of the plug. It should go around 
to the right. Place bare wire 
under and around screw. Twist 
'5 
the strands of wire together 
before putting it around the screw. 
Fig S9. The cord in the plug. 
Underwriter's knot 
tied. Insulation off 
ends of the wires. 
9. Tighten the s crew with screw-
driver. 
10. Bring the other wire around the 
post. Bring it around to the 
r1ght . Hook end of wire under 
the screw. Tighten the screw 
CHECK YOUR WORK~ Be sure that there· 
are no ends of wire sticking outside 
of the screws. Be sure the screws 
are ti ht . 
Fig 6e>. The wire is around the post to 
the right. The bare end of the 
wire is ~der the screw. The 
screw is being tightened with 
a screwdriver ..•.•............. , 
f f~ ) 
WINDOW BROKEN? LET 'S FIX IT! 
CUTTING GLASS 
Fig . 6/, The things you need to cut 
glass 
This is how to cut glass: 
l. Clean the glass with a rag that 
has been dipped in turpentine. 
2. Place the glass over the paper 
pattern. 
3. Place the rule on the glass over 
the edge of the pattern. Move 
rule back l/8 inch to allow for 
cutter wheel. 
4. Dip glass cutter wheel in tur-
pentine. 
5. Place cutter against rule. 
Hold cutter in hand like a pencil. 
6. Run the cutter down to score a 
line on the glass. 
You will need: 
a piece of glass 
a paper pattern the 
size of the window 
a glass cutter 
turpentine 
a rule or yard stick 
Fig. 62. Starting the cutter on 
the glass 
?7 
CUT~ING GLASS 
To make a clean break of the glass 
on the scored line: 
l. Place the waste side of the 
glass over the edge of the 
table or bench. 
2. Tap under the line with glass 
cutter. 
3. Place line over sharp edge 
of bench. 
Figo 6-4 .. Breaking the glass over 
edge of table 
Fig. 63. Getting ready to break 
the glass on the scored 
line 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Hold glass down with one 
hand. 
Push down hard and quickly 
with other hand. 
Wear gloves if you like. 
If small pieces of glass 
are left, break them off 
with pliers or with notches 
on glass cutter. 
STOP THAT LEAKY FAUCET! 
CHANGING TEE WASHER IN A FAUCET 
A leaky faucet will waste as much as 264 gallons of water a day. 
It is a simple job to fix that leak. Most of the time the washer on 
the bottom of the valve stem is worn. 
To change the washer you will need: 
a monkey wrench 
a screwdriver 
a new washer 
How to do it. 
1. Shut off the water . You 
will find the shut-off 
valve near the water meter 
in the cellar. Sometimes 
there is a shut-off valve 
under the sink ....•.....•... 
Fig. 66 , Taking off the 
packing nut 
• 
Fig. 6S: Shutting off the water 
2. Fit a monkey wrench over the large 
nut that is under the handle of 
the faucet. Turn the wrench to 
the left to loosen this nut. This 
nut is called the packing nut. 
Turn the handle of the faucet. 
Turn until the whole valve stem 
can be lifted out. 
CHANGING THE WASHER IN A FAUCET 
Fig. 6 7. Taking out the 
washer screw 
4. Take out the old washer. Find 
a new washer the same size as 
the old one. Place the new wash-
er in the valve seato Put the 
washer screw in place with the 
At the bottom of the valve stem 
you will find the washer. It is 
held in place by a small screw. 
Take out this screw with a screw-
driver. 
screwdriver ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5. Set the stem back in the faucet. 
Tighten the nut. Turn the faucet 
handle to close faucet. 
6. Turn the water on at the main 
valve. Test the faucet a few times 
for leaks. 
Fig. 68. Putting the new 
washer in the valve 
seat 
'19 
SINK STOPPED UP? CLEAN OUT THE TRAP! 
OPENING AND CLEANING A DRAIN TRAP 
You will need: a plunger, or "plumber's friend" 
a monkey wrench 
a dishpan or pail 
a piece of stiff wire 
Fig . 69. Using the plunger 
Another way to clear the drain: 
Here is an easy way to clear a stopped-
up sink drain: 
1. Work the plunger up and down a 
dozen times. Be sure to remove 
the strainer from the sink. 
2. Clean away the dirt, hair or 
other matter that comes out 
of the drain. 
3. Let some hot water go down the 
drain. Does the water go down 
quickly? 
Clean out the trap~ ....•.......•.•.......... 
1. Place a pail or pan under the trap. 
2. Use a monkey wrench to unscrew the 
clean-out plug. Turn the wrench 
towards the left. If the plug will 
not move, tap it with a hammer. 
Fig. 70. Taking out 
clean-out plug 
from trap 
0 
OPENING AND CLEANING A DRAIN TRAP 
3. Let waste water from trap go into 
the pail. 
4. Make a hook at the end of a piece 
of stiff wire. 
5 o Push the wire up and around the 
two sides of the trap. Clean out 
dirt and matted hair. 
6. Let some hot water go into the sink. 
Catch it in the pail•••o•o••••o••ooooooo 
R'ig. 72. Putting back 
the trap clean-
out plug 
Fig. 71. Pushing wire 
hook up trap 
7. Is the trap cleaned out? 
••••••••• o ••••••••• .• Put the clean-out plug back 
on the bottom of the trap. 
Use a monkey wrench. ']urn 
it until it is tight. 
8. Turn the water on. Put a 
stopper in the sink drain. 
Fill the sink with water. 
Let the water go down the 
draino 
noes the water go down quickly? 
Does the clean-out plug leak? 
Sl 
WASHING THE CAR 
You will need: 
Fig. 73, Getting ready for 
the job 
Brush out the inside of the car with 
the whisk broom. Remember to brush 
the seats and sides of the doorse••••••• 
Fig. 7S. Washing the wheels 
a pail 
a sponge 
soap 
a ladder 
a whisk broom 
garden hose 
a towel, or chamois 
Fig. 7~. Brushing out the inside 
of the car 
Wash the wheels. Dip sponge 
in soapy water. Rub clean; 
and rinse with water from 
hose. 
WASHING THE CAR, continued 
Fig. 76. Use ladder to wash 
topG Soap up top 
of car. Rinse off 
with water. 
Rinse all the soap off with the 
garden hose. 
Fig. 78. RinGing soap with water 
from garden hose 
Fig. 77. Soap up sides of car. 
Rub with sponge and 
soapy water. 
Wipe down dry with a soft 
towel or a piece of chamois. 
Fig. 79. Wiping dry with towel 
SUGGESTIONS FOR PROJECTS IN BASIC MECHANICS 
Woodworking: 
Knife strop 
Bread cutting board 
Necktie rack 
Tool rack 
Door stop 
Simple toys 
Letter rack 
Napkin holder 
Plant stand 
Lapel pins 
Envelope opener 
Memo pad 
Repair job from home 
Wood puzzles 
Baseball game 
Shoe holder 
Hot pad holder 
Thread holder 
Lamp, pin-up and table 
Jewel box 
Book ends 
Corner shelf 
Wall shelf 
Rocking toy 
Taboret 
Door knocker, bird type 
Smoking stand 
Shadow box 
Pen and ink stand 
Foot stool 
Flower pot holder 
Shoe shine box 
Toy boat 
Knife and fork box 
Pier cabinet 
Bookcase 
End table 
Coffee table 
Step table 
Sail boat 
Towel shelf 
Magazine rack 
Lamp table 
Telephone rack 
Medicine cabinet 
Wishing well flower pot holder 
Rocking chair thread holder 
Doll's bed 
Beverage tray 
Bed tray 
Tool box 
Clothes rack 
Costumer 
Night table 
Bird house 
Book covers 
Airplane model 
Bird feeder 
Wastepaper basket 
Pipe rack 
Book trough 
Lawn ornament 
Garden trellis 
Name plate or house number 
Knife holder 
Ladder stool 
Kitchen utensil rack 
Sawhorse 
Towel rack 
Sewing box 
Projects in metal: 
Name holder 
Ash tray 
Cookie cutter 
Tin cup 
Funnel 
Soap dish 
Wall vase 
Salt and pepper shakers 
Fishing box 
Key tags 
Mending plates 
Broom holder 
Bicycle bumper 
Furniture repair angle 
Tee plate 
Plant stand 
Towel rack 
Pen tray 
Corner brace 
Marker for flower bed 
Shelf bracket 
Sign bracket 
Flower pot bracket 
Door knocker 
Pin-up lamp 
Garden trowel 
Sugar scoop 
Pancake turner 
Dipper 
Pipe rack 
Candle sconce 
Coaster set copper tray 
Copper bowl 
Wire trellis 
Bracelets 
Utility rack 
Wall plaques, copper 
Dust pan 
Tie clip 
Copper lapel pin 
Shoe scraper 
Scratch awl 
Small parts cabinet 
Soap dispenser 
Wall switch plate 
Christmas tree ornaments 
Lighthouse lamp 
Home mechanics projects: 
Cutting and setting glass 
Wiring lamps 
Replacing socket and plug 
Replacing wall switch 
Replacing fuses 
Cleaning and opening drains 
Washing paint 
Cleaning tools 
SharPening kitchen tools 
Repairing window and door screens 
Making window screens 
Loosening "frozen" windows 
Oiling motors 
Replacing window cord 
Cleaning kitchen oil burner 
Seeding a lawn 
Simple landscaping 
Patching plaster 
Replacing washer in faucet 
Reading gas and electric meters 
Caring for lawnmower 
Refinishing floors 
Washing cars 
Repairing furniture 
Patching linoleum 
Cleaning and polishing silver 
Cutting pipe 
Threading pipe 
Assembling pipe fittings 
Soldering copper pipe 
Adjusting flush tank ball 
Replacing flush tank rubber ball 
Adjusting air on gas burner 
Adjusting window shades 
Repairing torn window shades 
Installing hardware 
Making window box 
Planting seedlings 
Making lawn sign 
Repairing garden hose 
Sharpening garden tools 
Replacing handles of tools 
Painting lawn furniture 
Repairing kitchen pots and pans 
Painting new work 
Painting old work 
Sweeping floors 
Washing floors 
CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUHTHER STUDY 
Need for further studv ~:mo. research.-- While prepe.ring 
material for this workbook many problems were encountered 
that suggested the need for further research and study. 
Some of the most important of these problems would be of 
value to further refine and develop materials and teaching 
devices as a supplement to the workbook in basic mechanical 
information and skills. 
suggested problems.--
1. A personal interview type survey of former special 
class boys who are now at "~orork on a job. Infor-
mation to be gathered on (e.) type of job held; 
(b) what specific manual skills are performed; 
(c) what advanced jobs they could hold if they had 
other skills; (d) how the boys felt that the school 
shop program did or did not help them on the job. 
2. Construction and validation of a mechanical 
aptitude-ability test of the performance type 
especially designed for testing special class boys. 
This test might be given before and after an. 
intensive shop program in several areas. This 
test might reveal information as to (a) which 
students might be prepared and placed in non-
mechanical jobs; (b) what unite of instruction 
need to be stressed more effectively or not stressed 
at all; (3) whether the shop program is really 
increasing the general mecha.nical ability of 
these boys. 
}. A serious study of the feasibility of setting up 
a special vocational school for mentally retarded 
boys and girls in a large industrial city. The 
developing of typical courses of study in several 
trade areas so designed that the special class 
student might achieve some success. 
4. Curriculum development for the training of special 
class teacher in several industrial arts area.s. 
5· A script to be used with a series of film strips 
in connection with a course in basic mechanics 
for special class children. 
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